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Specialists in Storage

Best Practice UK is extremely proud to
announce that SSI Schaefer has been
awarded the Commitment to Excellence
Profile for its excellent contribution to
the Storage and Solutions Industry.
Established in 1937 by Fritz Schaefer,
SSI Schaefer is a German, family-owned
business. With the headquarters based
in Neunkirchen, Germany, the company
are proud to say they have more than 55
subsidiaries worldwide and have nearly
10,000 employees. Andover, Hampshire
is home to the UK operations side,
purchasing, finance, design, and general
sales as well as the UK distribution
centre. The rapidly expanding Midlandsbased operation at Towcester houses
Automation Sales, IT, Customer Services,
Marketing and Project Management.

SSI Schaefer specialises in the supply
of automated materials handling
solutions and storage equipment. For
over 75 years, the company have been
involved in developing systems which
enable them to provide customers
with solutions that are tailored for
the storage of their products. The
company’s product portfolio ranges
from pallet racking, shelving storage
systems and metal & plastic containers
through to complex automated storage
and retrieval systems and IT control.
Customer service is at the heart of
the company which is why they see
their customers throughout the whole
process, from buying to installing and
aftercare. We asked Mike Alibone of SSI
Schaefer what the company’s plans for
the future are, in which he responded,
“Our customer base is as diverse as our
product portfolio, which enables us
already to offer solutions to almost all

areas of industry. As an organisation
in the UK, we will continue to grow
– particularly as we complete more
installations which become reliant upon
our providing an ongoing support and
maintenance service.”

Enimac
see them on page......... 03

For further information or general
enquiries, please visit the SSI Schafer
website. Alternatively, you can contact
the company via telephone or email.
T: +44 (0)1264 386 685
www.ssi-schaefer.com
solutions@ssi-schaefer.com

Tan Delta
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Protective fabric technologies
INVISTA’s CORDURA® brand is
broadening its portfolio of protect
performance fabric technologies
suitable for today’s workwear
environments.

solutions for workwear, these
innovations support the brand’s
commitment to developing durable
fibre and fabric technologies designed
to help people “live durable”.

The latest additions on display
at the A+A Show will range from
flame retardant solutions featuring
CORDURA® fabric technology for
enhanced durability to specialist
stretch materials for garment
reinforcement.

Cindy McNaull, global CORDURA®
brand and marketing director, said:
“In collaboration with our strong
mill partners, we are dedicated to
developing cutting edge solutions that
power the work and protectivewear of
the future.”

Combining science and technology
to provide technical performance

About CORDURA® Brand
INVISTA’s CORDURA® brand essence
celebrates individual
durability: As Long As
The World Is Full Of
Durable People, We’ll
Keep Making Durable
Fabrics™. Known
for its resistance to
abrasions, tears and
scuffs, CORDURA®
fabric is a primary
ingredient in many of the
world’s leading highperformance gear and
apparel products ranging
from luggage, upholstery
and backpacks to
footwear, military
equipment, tactical wear,

Search for us on Facebook

workwear and performance apparel.
The CORDURA® brand is a registered
trademark of INVISTA, one of the
world’s largest integrated polymer,
intermediates and fibers businesses. To
distinguish the CORDURA® brand, the
word “CORDURA®” must be spelled out
in all caps and used with an ®, and it
must be followed by the word “brand”
or “fabric.”

About INVISTA
With leading brands including
LYCRA®, COOLMAX®, CORDURA®,
STAINMASTER® and ANTRON®,
INVISTA is one of the world’s largest
integrated producers of chemical
intermediates, polymers and
fibers. The company’s advantaged
technologies for nylon, spandex
and polyester are used to produce
clothing, carpet, car parts and
countless other everyday products.
Headquartered in the United States,
INVISTA operates in more than 20
countries and has about 10,000
employees.
Get in touch with a member of the
CORDURA team.

TCFM
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T +44 (0)1614 774774
www.invista.com
www.cordura.com

and follow us on Twitter

@best_pra_uk

For all advertising and sales enquiries, please contact
Dave Priestley, Sales Manager – 0121 711 2760

Commitment to Excellence

Specialists in Marine, Welfare and Leisure

Best Practice UK is extremely
proud to announce that Lee
Sanitation Ltd have been awarded
with this issues Commitment
to Excellence Profile for their
outstanding products and
services to the Sanitation Industry.
Lee Sanitation Ltd (LeeSan) are
specialists in providing marine
sanitation equipment, parts
and service kits. With over 25
years' experience, LeeSan are
expanding their range of Sewage
Pumping Installations as well
as Commercial, Domestic and
Industrial Equipment. LeeSan
offers sanitation solutions and
has been involved in projects
with Formula 1, hospitality
complexes, landing craft and
specialist vehicle conversions
such as welfare units and
container conversions. The

company offer service support
from their toilet marine
engineers and marina pumping
engineers; although companies
listed are known by Lee
Sanitation Ltd, they are not
affiliated with the company.
Based in the Midlands, the
company are proud to say they
are members of the British
Marine and have a director

who sits on the BM Council, BM
Environmental Committee and
BM Thames Valley Committee.
Customer service is at the heart
of the company, which is why
they offer on-hand help and
advice for customers and are well
known for their reputation for
fast, efficient and friendly service.
Experienced staff will point
customers in the right direction
and explain what products would

benefit them the most.
For further information or
general enquiries, please
visit the LeeSan website.
Alternatively, you can contact
the company via telephone or
email.

T: +44 (0)1295 770 000
www.leesan.com
info@leesan.com

As Easy as A, B, C…
Hillbrush,
the leading
manufacturer
of brushware
and hygienic
cleaning
tools in the
UK, has just
announced
it will be
expanding its
portfolio and
introducing
new products
alongside
workplace
organisation
solutions.
Hillbrush has
an extensive range of colour coded
cleaning tools made using food
contact approved materials. They
have just added grey and brown
to their offering, meaning they can
now offer a hygienic cleaning tool for
every defined area. Hillbrush now has
twelve colours available across a wide
range of products. This is significant
as it can help to reduce the risk of
cross contamination and promote
wider workplace segregation
practices unlike no other cleaning
tool manufacturer.
Key features and benefits of the
Foodservice range:

Colour coded to support

workplace segregation and reduce
the risk of cross contamination
Available in 5 colours

Lightweight yet durable
construction

Made using FDA/EU approved
materials

Designed to meet the needs of

hotel, restaurant and catering
establishments
Own branding available, subject to
minimum order stipulations
Affordable, Brandable, Compliant.
Fully colour coded, anti-microbial
protection, wall mounted & portable
shadow board options available,
easily maintained and allows clear
visibility of all cleaning tools. Antimicrobial shadow boards from
Hillbrush have been developed
with food manufacturers in mind.
Protected with Biomaster antimicrobial silver ion technology,
the shadow boards are created to
the bespoke requirements of the
customer. Hillbrush has created
shadow images (a silhouette
representation of the product),
which are printed directly onto
the boards providing a complete
workplace organisation tool. With
stainless steel hooks and wall fixings
available to accompany the board,
good hygiene is promoted at every
level.
Hillbrush encourages customers,
prospects and interested parties
to contact their customer services
team or visit their new website
www.hillbrush.com to learn more
about their new products, the
importance of colour coding and
workplace organisation.

Eco capsule
refill system

their packaging on our environment.

With the everincreasing
urgency
to combat
climate
change, more
and more
emphasis is
being placed
on the effects
of cleaning
products and

For plastic waste, the so called three R’s – Reduce,
Reuse, and Recycle – in that order, are considered
to be the way forward towards a more sustainable
way of cleaning.
Wolf Formulations says that it feels very passionate
about this, and has therefore developed a range of
cleaning products for the household (Max Clean),
I&I (Profi Max) and car care (Auto Max) sectors
that are supplied as handy concentrated eco
capsule refills. Not only are the products readily
biodegradable but they enable all three R criteria to
be met, without compromising on product quality.
Using the easy eco capsule refill system, consumers
can reduce their plastic waste and environmental
impact by conditionally reusing plastic containers
such as trigger spray bottles. The ‘just add water’
eco capsule system further reduced the carbon
footprint related to transport and distribution,
recycling and water redistribution. This all enables
the consumer to enjoy benefits such as good
cleaning products at affordable prices, all whilst
contributing to a more sustainable environment.
T: 01334 656 290
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Product Innovation Award

Leaders in tape application
automation

Best Practice are delighted to
announce that Enimac have been
chosen to recieve this issue’s
Product Innovation Award.

industry by providing customers
high quality, functional design and
production of adhesive application
machines.”

Enimac is an Italian developer and
manufacturer of tape solutions,
boasting a strong client base
that stretches over 20 countries.
The company divides its business
into three areas: standard tape
application machines, custom
tape application systems and tape
applicator integration projects.

Excited clients are saying such
things as:
“We have saved so much money
in labor and time going with this
machine. What used to take us 6
guys 7 days by hand, now takes 2

guys 2 days. This machine is very
user friendly.”
“We are able to process a very
matte and very black card. I did
not think this would work as none
of the electronic eyes in our printing
presses “see” this material, but it
works just great on your machine.”
The lack of compressed air means
the machines have very low

The company’s mission is clear:
“Our goal is to make our clients
more productive by eliminating
the production bottleneck
associated with tape application.
We intend to become an
international reference point in the

X-treme

Tape applicators

Standard machines, custom machines, applicator head integration

maintenance costs and are fully
mobile. All production parameters
are quickly and easily entered into
the touchscreen. Enimac’s patented
paste and cut system guarantees
speed and accuracy, as well as the
ability to cut and apply a variety of
adhesive tapes. The tape applicators
are individually programmable and
easily read and apply tape to white,
coloured, black, transparent and
die-cut substrates of many materials
including paper, cardboard, plastic,
metal, and more.
Enimac’s X-treme PRO is particularly
popular, renowned for its ability
to accommodate even the largest
formats of offset printing, plus
numerous other formats of digital
printing. Tape posters, folders,
business cards, FSDU’s and much
more.
In the UK, Ireland and Poland, you
can get Enimac products through
their official distributor Newtown
Packaging
(www.tapemachines.co.uk).
For other international inquiries,
contact Enimac directly at
www.enimac.it or
info@enimac.it

Greatly increase productivity, easily tape die-cut material, program heads independently
, our exclusive UK, Ireland and Poland distributor on
Contact
01527 517517, Rest of World – www.enimac.it/en

Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Energy News

Safer, Stronger
Smarter Networks

The UltraTEV Detector
“Don’t enter a substation without one”

80% of substation failures are related to
partial discharge*
Use the UltraTEV Detector to help meet the
requirements of Health and Safety Executive ‘HSG230
Keeping electrical switchgear safe’ that states ‘You
should assess the switchgear and the electrical
network to identify any potential risks and problems’

Enhance you HV Safety with the ‘first pass’
asset condition tester!
*IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications. (Volume: 38, Issue 6, 2002)

Please visit: www.eatechnology.com
Call: +44 (0)151 339 2313 | Email: sales@eatechnology.com
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Energy News

PLANTx 2018: “Come to talk, listen
and learn”

Established over 50 years ago,
EA Technology specialises in
providing distribution network
solutions for the electricity supply
sector. With customer service at
its heart, EA Technology is proud
to boast their “rich history and
strong track record in delivering
quality, value-adding projects” to
all of their customers.
This summer, EA Technology
will host “PLANTx 2018”, its third
major industry exhibition event.
The first of their three events
were focused on overhead lines,
last year focussed on cables and
relevant industries associated
with this sector. The upcoming
event, PLANTx 2018, will focus
on electrical plant, switchgear,
automation battery storage and
general substation infrastructure.

The exhibition has been devised
by engineers for engineers, with
the aim of sharing and learning
from the experiences of those
who operate in the electricity
industry, including professionals
who are involved in the design
and operation of electrical
transmission, distribution
plants, switchgear and general
substation assets.
PLANTx2018 is a must for
engineers and industry
specialists that are involved

with services such as standards,
electrical fittings, civil
works, health & safety, and
procurement. The exhibition will
attract visitors from a wide range
of sectors, including electricity
utilities, network operators,
IDNOs, rail, renewables & plant,
and switchgear OEMs. Everyone

is welcome to attend this free
event and benefit from the live
demonstrations and seminars
the show has to offer.
This one-day event will be hosted
at the Chester Racecourse on
the 6th June 2018 and will span
an exhibition area of 4000 m2.
PLANTx 2018 includes over 90
exhibitors, 8 technical seminar
sessions and 15 interactive
demonstration sessions for
visitors to participate in. EA
Technology expects close to
1,000 visitors at the exhibition
and 350 people at the social
event the night before, known
as the ‘BBQ evening.’ The
BBQ evening is a great way to
network in an informal setting,
ready for the main event the
following day.

the company via telephone or
email.
https://www.eatechnology.
com/news/events/overheadlines-colloquium/
events@eatechnology.com,
+44 (0)151 347 2220.
Don’t miss this opportunity to
come and talk, listen and learn
with your industry colleagues.
We look forward to seeing you
on the day at this year’s PLANTx
2018…

Attendance is free for delegates
but tickets must be reserved to
ensure your place.
For further information,
general enquiries or to the
downloadable brochure, please
visit the EA technology website.
Alternatively, you can contact

Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Metal Finishing News

BC Metal Finishing: Pretreatment Chemicals to
the manufacturing industry
Contact
T +44 (0)1204 495818
david@bcmetalfinishing.co.uk
www.bcmetalfinishing.co.uk

In September 1987, Brian Carroll along with his
wife Sonia formed BC Metal Finishing. Such was
the need at the time to produce a quotation at
the request of their first potential customer; this
had to be hand written. On the strength of this
an order was placed and the company was up
and running. Many further orders soon followed
the quotes being done on a budget typewriter
which was just affordable at the time.
Having been in the finishing industry since
leaving school and working at Leigh’s Paints,
Donald Macpherson’s and Brent Chemicals
(now Chemetall), Brian used his knowledge and
contacts to promote the new business. Times
were hard but as they say as one door closed,
another one opened. It was not easy having a
mortgage and two young children but with the
assistance of Sonia a trained hairdresser who
became Company Secretary they quickly picked
up the skills required to operate a business.
All the hard work and long hours paid off and
over the years B C Metal Finishing have become
established and well respected in the Finishing
Industry for the quality of product and service
they offer.
David, their son joined the business at an early
age and is now the main driving force working
hard to maintain and take forward the success
of the company.
Having come from humble
beginnings B C Metal Finishing
are supplying very small to very
large companies all with the same
standard of product and service. The
product range is extensive and it can
be seen from their web site www.
bcmetalfinishing.co.uk the range of
products and services they offer.

always been at the forefront of automatic
dosing and control and provide basic
simple controllers to the state of the art
cutting edge fully automatic systems for
multi stage pretreatment plants.
Having joined Pyrene Chemical Services
(now Chemetall) at Iver in 1969 with his
HNC in Chemistry, Brian is still going
strong and has a wealth of knowledge
which he is passing onto David who is the
future of the company. One could, Brian
has lost his hair but not his enthusiasm or
his sense of humor, being a lifelong Bolton
Wanderers supporter and season ticket
holder!
Having been involved in the formulation,
manufacture, plant design and technical
sales in pretreatment and formulation and
technical sales of wet paint and powders,
Brian is considered to be one of the
foremost authorities in this field of Metal
Finishing in this country.
BC Metal Finishing would like to thank
all those companies who they have been
involved with and who have given them
their support over the last thirty years
as without them they would not has
prospered. Long may this continue?

Powder Coatings News

The main source of supply are the
pretreatment process chemicals,
however, B C Metal Finishing have
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Cutting News

World Renowned Suppliers of Special Alloys and Titanium
The company was established in 1912 by
HARALD PIHL as a family run business. 100 years
later, the company pride themselves in being
the supplier of material that is accredited by

international renowned certification agencies.
With their materials certified to international
standards such as ASTM, ASME AMS and many
more, the company supply to industries such as

industrial, medical, aerospace, automotive and
the oil/gas/subsea industries. HARALD PIHL has
built strong connections with contacts and local
agents all over the globe and the company are

EUROPE’S LARGEST STOCKHOLDER OF SPECIAL ALLOYS &
TITANIUM

proud to boast that they are Europe’s largest
stockholder of special alloys and titanium.
Customer service is at the heart of the company,
and although they have 8 offices spread over
Europe, HARALD PIHL are honoured to say
they give all of their clients the support and
advice they need, this includes listening and
understanding their needs as well as meeting
and exceeding requirements. Even if HARALD
PIHL does not have the material you need or
the relevant sizes in plates, bars, pipes or wires,
the company will use their expertise to help you
find it.

Nickel-Alloys
200/201/600/601/718/625/825/925/800H-HT
DS/C-276/C-22/HX/400/K-500/80A/90/75
Titanium-alloys
Gr1/Gr2/Gr3/Gr4/Gr5/Gr7/Gr9/Gr23

•

Daily updated stocklist online
Complete service-center
Waterjet cutting
Orders booked before noon are sent the same day
All materials are analysed by
Spectrometer
Quality management system approved
to ISO9001 and AS9120A with additional aerospace requirements
Over 100 years of experience

•

Over 10 languages spoken.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HARALD PIHL has an environmental policy
and as a company, they are driven to be as
sustainable as possible. They do this by making
sure their environmental impact is as little as
possible, they do this by managing their waste
and reducing their emissions, not to mention
utilising all of their resources to the core. HARALD
PIHL is delighted to have a quality management
department, so the ever-changing demands in
terms of quality and certifications are met. The
company are renowned for their fast deliveries,
clients can buy before lunch and your products will
be despatched on the afternoon of that same day.
For further information or general enquiries,
please visit the HARALD PIHL website.
Alternatively, you can contact the company via
telephone or email.

Please contact 0046 87315600
info@haraldpihl.com
www.haraldpihl.com

T: +44 (0)1902 833 839
www.haraldpihl.com
info@haraldpihl.com

IntraLogisteX Show Review

SSI Schaefer at the IntraLogisteX Show
SSI Schaefer is set to attend the
IntraLogisteX show at the Ricoh
Arena, Coventry, where they will be
showcasing their wide product range of

automation and storage solutions. The
exhibition is taking place on Tuesday
27th and Wednesday 28th February
2018.

SSI Schaefer is a German, family-owned
business which was established in 1937
by Fritz Schaefer. Andover, Hampshire is
home to the UK operations side such as

purchasing, finance, design, and general
sales as well as the UK distribution centre,
but the rapidly expanding Midlandsbased operation at Towcester houses
Automation Sales, IT, Customer SerVices,
Marketing and Project Management.
The company headquarters is based in
Neunkirchen, Germany; and the company
are proud to say they have more than 55
subsidiaries worldwide and have nearly
10,000 employees.
The show includes seminars and speakers
– including SSI Schaefer - that have full
knowledge on all the latest innovative
technology that is available for businesses,
which is a great way for them to stay on
top. Visitor passes are free to claim and
give visitors full access to the solutions
that the show has to offer. The seminars
allow visitors to have a practical insight
on technological innovations which are
delivered by seasoned practitioners, as well
as get answers to queries and share ideas
For further information or general enquiries
about SSI Schaefer, please visit their
website. Alternatively, you can contact the
company via telephone or email.
T: +44 (0)1264 386 685
www.ssi-schaefer.com
solutions@ssi-schaefer.com

Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Measurement & Testing News

Water Chiller Specialists

Oil Condition
Monitoring
for Industrial
Applications
Tan Delta is
the global
leader in oil
condition
monitoring
technologies.
Unique full
spectrum
holistic oil
monitoring
allows owners/operators to improve the
performance of their equipment, and increase
operational reliability and safety.

Aquameter was first established
in 1990 and is a small family
run business which operates
worldwide. The company
specialise in selling digital water
measurement systems and water
chillers for many industries
including small craft bakers up
to multinational companies.
Aquameter is proud to say
they have catered for a wide
range of industries that come
from countries such as Iceland,
Thailand, Africa and South
America.

Customer service is at the
forefront of the business, they
provide on hand, expert advice
on the products and services they
have to offer. They are always
happy to offer their services to
customers and clients UK-wide
and internationally.
Manufacturing high quality, digital
watering measuring systems and
water chillers for dispensing of
temperature adjusted water is what
Aquameter do best. With over 30
years of experience, Aquameters
products are easy and simple to

install.
Offering
great
accuracy,
these
products
ensure
to give
consistent results all year round.
All machines are made to the
highest standards and are all
designed and produced in the UK.
For further information or
general enquiries, please visit the

Aquameter website. Alternatively,
you can contact the company via
telephone or email.
T +44 (0)1992 442861
john@aquameter.co.uk
www.aquameter.info

Tan Delta Systems ltd

Tan Delta have developed application specific kits
which are quickly and easily fitted to industrial
engines, hydraulics and gearboxes enabling oil
to be monitored and tracked continuously in real
time.

Digital Electronic Water Measuring Systems

 Significantly reduces maintenance costs
 Increases equipment efficiency
 Extends equipment life

Repeatable
results day in
day out

Simple to
install and
easy to use

Improves
product quality

Meters
straight into
the mixer bowl

Just set the
required
amount and
press GO

Temperature
controlled
models
available

With an average investment return of under four
months followed by subsequent years of financial
and operational benefits, contact Tan Delta today
to find out more.
C: Chris Greenwood (Managing Director)
T: +44 (0)845 094 8710
E: info@tandeltasystems.com
W: www.tandeltasystems.com

Particle Testing &
Manufacturing

for dispensing accurate preset quantities of water into
mixers, vats, bowls, tubs etc

Tan Delta are a global leader in oil condition monitoring systems.
Tan Delta work with the world’s leading industrial and commerical
companies, providing products and systems which enable equipment
operators to significantly reduce operating costs whilst simultaneously
increasing productivity.
Products are quick and easy to install, and monitor oil condition in
real time across a broad variety of applications; Engines, Gearboxes,
Transformers & Hydraulics.

•
•
•
•

Up to 50% less servicing
Reduce day to day costs
Reduce down-time
Reduce failures

telephone John Morton on 01992 442861
UK built and tested
www.aquameter.info

Particle Technology is a world class reliability
test house servicing the automotive, aerospace,
medical, defence, pharmaceutical and
telecommunications industries. Founded in 1991
by Ron Buxton, BSc, the initial focus was test
dusts and archival products.
Sadly, Ron passed away in 2013 and the company
is now headed up by Greg Spicer, M.Eng,
Managing Director and Sue Gregory, Finance
Director. Greg joined the company in 2003
working alongside Ron where the environmental
testing journey began. After lots of hard work
and long hours, Particle Technology now has two
of the largest sand and dust testing chambers in
Europe.
All testing is conducted in accordance with ISO
17025 and accredited by UKAS and abides by the
requirements of all major specifications including:
MIL-STD-810 G 510.6 Proc I & II, DEF STAN 00-35,
Pt 3, iss 5 CL25, BS EN 60529:1992 +A2:2013, ISO
20653:2013 and RTCA DO – 160B-G Section 12.
These specifications include blowing, dust and
sand in addition to turbulent and settling tests.
Particle Technology also offer cleanliness testing,
particle identification, fuel contaminants and
test dusts which are all produced at their site in
Hatton, Derbyshire.
The most recent addition to the company’s profile,
which Greg is very excited about, is the launch of
their EN779:2012 Air Filter Testing facility, which was
fully UKAS accredited to ISO 17025:2005 in August.
They are also well underway to extending this
service to include ISO 16890:2016 parts 1-4 and the
UKAS inspection is scheduled for November. The
Filtech Exhibition in Cologne last year was a huge
success, and Particle Technology will be exhibiting
again in March 2018 to promote the extended
service and to build on their customer database.
For more information please visit our website
www.particletechnology.com or contact
sales@particletechnology.com
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systems from only £1,195+VAT

Culture media in minutes
Compact

Compact design, small-scale dimensions and low weight allow
Mespresso to be installed literally everywhere – all you need is an
electrical socket.

Personal

Always available for you to use. 24h a day,
7 days a week. You no longer have to wait
to sterilize the needed media.

Rapid

Owing to the application of Direct Energy
Transfer technology, the sterilisation of
liquid media takes a very short time – as
short as it takes to have a cup of coffee.

www.biotoolswiss.com

+41 (0)34 423 5060

info@biotoolswiss.com
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stainless steel
model shown

Industry News

Celebrating 30 years of service
Nero are proud that they are also going into
their 30th year.

When the company was formed the ethos
of the Directors has remained unchanged
and that is to offer quality service and quality
products at an affordable price. This has been
the cornerstone of the company and has
enabled all our customers to rely on one of the
leading Stainless Steel Stockholders in the UK.

NERO was started as a multi metal stockholder
and quickly diversified into supplying Stainless
Steel to a variety of industries to which the
name NERO is renowned and respected.

New premises were acquired in 2015 to
maintain the increase in stock and colleagues.
This has also enabled the stock quantities to
increase to maintain an off the shelf delivery.

To give our customers a one stop shop NERO
launched the new ecommerce website
www.nero.co.uk which enables our
customers to check price, availability and
order.

The continuation of investment in stock
means that NERO now stocks over 15 product
ranges which are individually enhanced to
ensure our customers’ requirements are met.
The product ranges include Screwed fittings

both low and high
pressure, Valves,
Compression fittings,
Flanges, Pipe and
Tubes.
Contact
T +44 (0)121 665 3900
info@nero.co.uk
www.nero.co.uk

NERO the official
UK distributor for
FD-Lok
FD-Lok is
a leading
manufacturer
of twin ferrule
compression,
pipe fittings,
high pressure
ball valves,
instrumentation
fittings and various high and low pressure
instrumentation valves.
Their products are widely used in many fluid
system for industries which include oil and gas,
chemical, petrochemical, power, shipbuilding,
machinery and analytical instrumentation.
NERO are committed to quality, service and
price and felt that by working with FD-Lok as a
distributor within the UK would benefit both
NERO and our customers. The appointment as
the official distributors enables NERO to better
serve their customers with the range of products
available and also the confidence in knowing
NERO has the support and backing of FD-Lok.
Currently we are stocking the FD-Lok Twin Ferrule
Compression fittings, ball valves, needle valves
and check valves and will look at enhancing our
range further with other products from FD-Lok.
T +44 (0)121 665 3900
info@nero.co.uk
www.nero.co.uk

Expert Manufacturers of Machine Dies and Tooling
The CTR Manufacturing Group is a world leader
in products and services that enhance the
performance, durability and cost-efficiency of

machine dies and tooling.

(Birmingham) Ltd, the company has progressed
to become a renowned expert in the manufacture
and supply of specialised fastener and dies tooling

Founded in 1973 as the CTR Carbide Dies

X-treme – Tape applicators
The world’s most versatile tape machines

Increased productivity,
complete mobility, higher
job satisfaction

X-treme
LIGHT

X-treme
PRO

Exclusive Enimac Distributor for
the UK & Ireland
Contact
, our exclusive UK, Ireland and Poland distributor on 01527 517517, Rest of
World – www.enimac.it/en

for many major
Tier 1 and OEM
companies
worldwide.
Having worked
with fastener
tooling and
general
precision
engineering for
several years,
the company
began using
their expertise to provide high-quality tooling
for spring manufacture, swaged tube ends, press
tools, needle stamping blocks, injection moulding
tools and more. As a result, CTR has extended their
services to source manufacturing facilities to other
markets that include Aerospace, Rail, Medical,
Energy and Defence related industries.
Not only do the international manufacturing
group distribute tools and dies, they also source
their clients with first-rate product assortments
and competitive services in order to meet their
manufacturing requirements. CTR ensures
exceptional customer service with their highly
skilled and experienced team who work closely with
customers to certify full tool and die optimisation,
which services also include modification and
refurbishment tooling to a comprehensive CAD /
AUTOCAD die design consultancy service.
From the first initial enquiry through to order of the
placement, all clients are guaranteed a committed,
proficient and personal support service from the
CTR group, whose team constantly review and
evaluate the client's blue print design in order to
ensure it is engineered in the most cost-effective
way without detriment to piece part quality and
quantity.
If you would like to find out more about the CTR
Manufacturing Group's manufacture of machine
dies and tooling and their other specialist
engineering services, then don't hesitate to contact
them today:
0121 772 0817
www.ctr-uk.com

Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Health & Safety News

Gard Plasticases Limited
Established by Graham Tickle in 1972 and now
celebrating over 40 years as a leader in Plastic
Case technology, Gard Plasticases Ltd is a
dynamic, privately owned family business which
is recognised as the market leader in the UK
Plastic Case and Packaging sectors.
Our willingness to serve our marketplace and
our commitment to our clients has allowed us
to grow our portfolio of Plastic cases which now
include: The Gard Concept Range
 Gaggione Plastic case Range
 WAG Plastic case Range
 The Storm Case Range
 The DeeBee Range
 Bock & Crystal Boxes

 Many more in the pipeline
Gard Plasticases Ltd also produces Executive
cases (briefcases), Flight cases, Polypropylene
boxes, compartmentalized Plastic boxes and petri
dishes

Operating from our purpose built factory in the
“Garden of England” Gard Plasticases Ltd has
developed a one stop shop and provides all of
its services in house including multi purpose
and density Foam inserts from Plastazotes to
Polyesters and Silk Screen Printing facilities for
corporate branding and identity. We also have
Vac Forming and Routing capabilities and are
continually investing in the latest machinery and
technology available.
Thinking outside the box may be a trendy

business practice however at Gard Plasticases
Ltd we think about the box and particularly what
goes inside it. As a company we now manufacture
and supply a variety of plastic cases and storage
solutions so vast that it can hold objects that range
from less than an inch to over eight feet in length
and to all industries including Aerospace, Military
and Defence, Medical, Promotional and Incentives,
Broadcasting, Sports and Leisure, Metrology, Control
and Instrumentation, Photography and Automotive.
We offer a free of charge design and sampling
service and can visit you on site to discuss your
requirements face to face to insure a friendly,
prompt and efficient service. Please call us on
+44 (0)1622 871887 or email
info@gardplasticases.com to discuss your
requirements.

Leading Safety Upwards
Over a third of all injuries reported annually are caused as a result
of a slip or trip at the workplace Skyhook GB Limited, established
in 2004, has come up with a revolutionary product specifically
designed to prevent these unfortunate mishaps.
The Skyhook concept has been widely accepted in the
construction industry due to its incredible effectiveness and
convenience. The Skyhook support system has been sold to over
150 companies throughout the UK, and overseas, including some
of the biggest names in the construction sector.
The company provide skyhooks and Multi hooks in seven
different colours, also the Extendable Tower Stand in yellow only.
Skyhook GB is proud to announce the latest addition to their
range: the Wall Hook which will come in yellow only.
Customer service is at the heart of the company which is why
they sell their support system to 150 companies throughout the
UK and overseas. This incredibly innovative range consists of

versatile and flexible
products which make
work environments
significantly safer.
Skyhook GB is
consistently striving
towards raising
standard and trust
that their new addition
will continue to assist
companies in the construction industry.
For further information or general enquiries, please visit the
Skyhook GB website. Alternatively, you can contact the company
via telephone or email.
T: +44 (0)1342 844 442
www.skyhook-gb.com
sales@skyhook-gb.com

The leaders in cable safety
Health and safety is the most
important aspect for any business,
particularly when it comes to the
building and construction industry.
Trailing cables are a key example
of this, as it is most apparent that
these components are, in essence, an
accident simply waiting to happen.
Because of their low placement these
cables are easy to fall over, and as slips
and trips are one of the most common
causes of injury in the workplace, the
caution surrounding these objects has
increased somewhat.
A solution is available in the form
of a specialised support system

strategically developed by cable safety expert Skyhook
GB. Incorporating a unique design that is also patented,
the Skyhook Cable Safety System can be easily attached
to the majority of materials anywhere. Large loops enable
employment on ceiling grids, joints, scaffold poles and
doors, meaning they can be hung up neatly out of harm’s
way, and with its two small holes, the item can be easily
attached to overhead fixings or wall fixings with a small
screw.
The Skyhook Cable Safety System has been verified by the
Health and Safety Commission and has done exceedingly
well ever since its release.
Contact
T +44 (0)1342 844442
sales@skyhook-gb.com
www.skyhook-gb.com

Prevent Falls From Height
New products
from Glazesafe
are providing
employees that
work at height
with efficient
safety measures to
prevent scaffolding
injuries.

Both of the
brand’s products,
Sashmate and Stronghold, are designed to improve
protective measures and reduce the number of workers
that are affected by injuries and accidents in the

construction industry every year.
Sashmate in industry recommended and adheres to
codes of practices for working from height. The tool
allows professionals to carry out repairs to aluminium,
wooden and uPVC windows from inside the building.
It improves safety and is said to reduce costs by
eliminating the need to use ladders of scaffolding for
external access. Taking just seconds to set up, Sashmate
reduces the time jobs take to complete too. The light
weight Stronghold is a versatile, fast to erect, mobile
anchor points and barrier system. It also minimises the
need for costly access equipment.
T: 0845 689 2016

Supply chain partnership working a priority for
new Lanes Rail H&S Manager
Lanes Rail’s new health and safety
manager Amanda Maloney is making
supply chain cooperation a priority
following the business unit’s success
in winning major new contracts with
Transport for London.
She has joined Lanes Rail, part of
drainage and maintenance solutions
specialist Lanes Group plc, after
working as a senior advisor for a
leading construction health and safety
agency.
During 2017, Transport for London
(TfL) has awarded Lanes Rail with

three major
contracts,
including a
new facilities
management
(FM) contract,
which
increases the
amount of
assets Lanes Rail is responsible for by
40%.
Lanes Rail won the new FM contract
in April, part of TfL’s new approach
to FM. It is consolidating 50 contracts
into just six, delivering £34 million in

savings, while supporting the Mayor
of London’s plans for improving
transport.
Lanes Rail had previously won a
drainage contract for the Sub-Surface
Lines, and the Bakerloo, Central and
Victoria Lines. It had also been reawarded the contract to maintain
structure and drainage assets
associated with the Jubilee, Northern,
and Piccadilly lines.
T 0800 526488
sales@lanesgroup.co.uk
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
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Facilities Management News

Keeping cool under fire
It was the end
of a typical day
for Paul Roberts,
security officer at
a large building in
Cambridgeshire,
where he is part of
the team from TC
Security Services
who provide manned
guarding services.

While he was waiting, one of the team working on
the construction came rushing to the reception
desk to alert Paul that there was a fire in the
building. The fire department were called to attend.

The building is a
new complex that is nearing completion and will
become home to the 3-4,000 staff who are currently
located in a number of buildings.Paul was waiting
to handover to the officer who was coming on duty
at 6pm. They were running a little late so Paul had
agreed to stay on until they arrived.

The CEO of TC Facilities Management, Tony Reed
recently visited Paul to express his thanks on behalf
of TC Security Services for his sterling efforts.

Paul’s quick thinking led to him contacting the
officer who was coming on duty, asking them to
block off the building to prevent anyone entering it.
Paul and a construction worker worked together to
clear the building floor by floor pointing the 30 or so
people on site at that time to safety.

T +44 (0)1737 814016
info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

TC Security Services retain top 2%
position three years in a row
TC Security
Services, part
of TC Facilities
Management
(TCFM), have once
again been placed
in the top 2%
of all SIA listed
companies within
the Approved Contractor Scheme in the UK.
This is the third year in succession; TC Security
Services has achieved this accolade.
The 4-day visit by the Auditors involved full
scrutiny of the TC Security Services operation
visiting both the Head Quarters and satellite
offices along with a mix of varied customers.

The maximum overall score that can be
achieved is currently 175 points. TC Security
Services’ score of 163 places them once again
in the top 2% of all SIA listed companies
within the Approved Contractor Scheme. It
means that we are one of the very best security
companies in the entire country.
This achievement means that both potential
and existing customers have the confidence
that the service has been independently
assessed against recognised standards and
procedures.
Contact
T +44 (0)1737 814016
www.tcfm.co.uk

Website Update
To enable existing
and prospective
customers to see
the full range of
solutions it can
offer, TC Facilities
Management
(TCFM) is inviting
visitors to explore its recently refreshed
website that is said to offer a more engaging
experience with improved navigation and
functionality.

The site includes extensive information to
help visitors understand TCFM’s complete
range of both single and bundled services.
This is brought to life with case studies
and short video animations showing the
company’s capabilities across a wide range
of sectors.
T +44 (0)1737 814016
sales@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

TC Facilities Management (TCFM)
secure multi-service contract close to
Milton Keynes

TCFM and Remploy scoop prestigious
national award
A partnership
between
TC Facilities
Management
(TCFM) and
Remploy the
disability
employment
specialists, has
won the Large Employer of the Year award at the
ERSA Employability Awards 2017.

Rachel Gardiner, Head of HR for TCFM commented:
“We’re delighted to win the ERSA award for
the Large Employer category. This is a huge
achievement, especially given the calibre of the
nominations for this award. Knowing that we are
making a difference to people with a disability or
health condition is hugely satisfying, and to receive
a national award recognising this is fantastic! Our
partnership with Remploy goes from strength to
strength and I look forward to seeing how we will
continue to grow together in the future.”

The winners were announced at a ceremony
attended by the Minister for Disabled People,
Health and Work, Penny Mordaunt MP and hosted
by BBC journalist Kirsty Lang.

This year the awards judges included Heidi
Allen MP, a member of the Work and Pensions
Committee in the last Parliament; a senior official
from the Department for Work and Pensions; a
senior researcher at the Resolution Foundation;
and last year’s winner of the Adviser of the Year
Award, Keith Tottingham.

The ERSA Employability Awards are now in their
fifth year. The awards showcase and champion
best practice from across the employment support
sector, celebrating and recognising the hard work
and achievements of those involved in supporting
people into work.

T +44 (0)1737 814016
info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

TCFM and Remploy partnership wins
prestigious PFM award
TC Facilities Management,
who provide a range of FM
services to some of the UK’s
most recognisable companies
and Remploy, the UK’s
leading disability employment
specialist have won the
Partners in CSR (Charitable and
Social Enterprise) category at
the highly respected Premises
and Facilities Management
awards 2017.
The PFM awards recognise
exceptional practice in the
facilities management sector.
The ceremony in London was
hosted by BBC Presenter

Jeremy Vine and attended by
more than 600 people.
TCFM, through their partnership
with Remploy, have supported
more than 1000 people with
a disability into sustained
employment over the past ten
years. The partnership was also
recognised earlier in the year,
when Remploy and TC Facilities
Management won an ERSA
award for Large Employer of
the Year.
All the organisations
nominated to the PFM Awards
2017 went through a rigorous

TC Facilities
Management,
who provide
a range of FM
services to
some of the
UK’s most
recognisable
companies, and Remploy, the disability
employment specialist, have won the Partners in
CSR (Chartable and Social Enterprise) category
at the highly respected Premises and Facilities
Management award 2017.
The PFM awards recognise exceptional
practice to the facilities management sector.

The ceremony in London was hosted by BBC
Presenter Jeremy Vine and attended by more
than 600 people.
The judges of the PFM awards 2017 said: “TC
Facilities Management and Remploy were
successful in this entry because we found they
had formed a bond that had developed into
a strong partnership. It is one that provides
a shining example and shows the very best
attributes of the FM sector.”
Contact
T +44 (0)1737 814016
sales@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

The contract commences on Monday
16th October and is being led by Steve
Wengrow, Divisional Director, and TCFM,
who is working alongside the on-site to
deliver a seamless transition.
Having been able to demonstrate added
value within other contracts in the DC
environment the contract was awarded
based on TCFM’s passion and past record
for delivering an enhanced FM service.
Keith French, Group Development
Director, TCFM commented:
“We are delighted to have been awarded
our 13th Logistics Centre and are looking
forward to replicating the improved
standards we’ve delivered at other sites,
using our ingenuity and use of technology
resources. This will complement and
support our client as they ensure that their
customers get what they want, when they
need it.”

The contract will see over 70 staff from
TCFM deployed to provide Cleaning,
Security and Catering where over 2000

T +44 (0)1737 814016
info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk
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Prestigious CSR Award

staff work on site, managing orders
24-hours a day.

TC Facilities Management (TCFM) is
delighted to announce the award of
a multi-service contract at a Logistics
Centre close to Milton Keynes in
Buckinghamshire. This site is at the heart
of making sure that customers of this
national retailer get what they need, when
they need it.

judging process, firstly being
shortlisted to select just three
finalists in each category and
then presenting to a team
of independent judges who
visited them at work

TCFM sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 12

Best of Britain

Protect your Components
with Curtiss Wright Surface
Technologies
components, including compressor blades,
vane tips, turbine blades, intake snouts and
more.

Wright Surface Technologies has a rich and
long history behind them. With a global
network of over 70 operating divisions, they
are able to supply their exemplary services
to OEM’s in a wide range of major industries,
such as aerospace, automotive, oil & gas,
subsea, medical, power generation and
more.

When it comes to surface treatments,
Curtiss Wright Surface Technologies can be
relied upon for their one stop shop solutions
and dedication to excellent customer
service.
First set up back in 1929, the company
who are a subsidiary of the Curtiss Wright
Corporation specialises in providing surface
treatments with the aim of enhancing
the performance of critical materials and
components. These treatments can be
used in preventing premature failures
and increasing the life of a huge range of
components used in anything from a jet
engine to a wind turbine.
Used in a range of industries the world
over, Curtiss Wright Surface Technologies
can provide material surface treatments,
protective coatings, high tech processes and
much more. One of the biggest concerns
for manufacturers, designers and buyers of
critical components is premature failure as
a result of fatigue, corrosion, stress corrosion
cracking, fretting, friction, galling, and
environmental and thermal stresses.
As a subsidiary’s of Curtiss-Wright, Curtiss

Throughout 2016, Curtiss Wright Surface
Technologies expanded into the steam
gas turbine repair and overhaul industries.
They also successfully acquired Component
Coating and Repair Services (CCRS) and
expanded their portfolio to include yet
many more processes.

Their innovative surface treatment solutions
encompass Controlled Shot and Laser
Shock Peening, Engineered coatings,
Thermal Spray Coatings and Parylene
Coatings for silicone, plastics and electronic
components. They ensure that by working
closely with customers from the design
stage through to manufacturing they can
provide a One Stop Solution for material
treatments. These can be applied to new

manufactured parts and also repair and
overhaul including site work.

Last year they attended the Advanced
Engineering show at the NEC, Birmingham,
where they demonstrated their surface
treatment solutions and range of services.
Attending alongside hundreds of other
industry peers, Curtiss Wright Surface
Technologies were able to stand out thanks
to their One Stop Shop service and wide
variety of processes. They impressed new
visitors to the stand and also welcomed
existing customers thanks to their
consistent and ongoing expansion of new
services and technologies.

There are a number of factors that can cause
premature failure and poor performance
of metals and materials which is why the
services and processes Curtiss Wright
Surface Technologies provide are vital in
the life extension of critical components.
Machining, heating, forging bending and
rolling of metals can induce unwanted
stresses and associated problems which
can be eliminated by some of the services
Curtiss Wright Surface Technologies offer.
Component repair is just one of Curtiss
Wright Surface Technologies’ many
specialties. Their diffusion and sacrificial
coatings can be applied to a wide array of
Curtiss Wright Surface Technologies
metal improvement and component
coating facilities use state of the art
robotic equipment which has been
designed and manufactured in-house
specifically for our customers’ work. They
keep in the forefront of new materials
and technology by maintaining strong
links with industry associations and
being actively involved in research and
development projects.
If you would like to find out more about
Curtiss Wright Surface Technologies
and how they can benefit you and your
components and materials, then be
sure to get in contact with the company
today using the number provided below.
Alternatively, more information can be
found by visiting their website, where you
can find more on their many services.
T +44 (0)1635 279621
www.cwst.co.uk

Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Energy News

The UK’s longest-standing steam expert
There's only one steam boiler
company that can boast over
120 years of operation, classleading energy-saving solutions,
and UK-manufactured steam
boilers – CFB Boilers.
We're the trusted steam
specialist for hundreds of
companies across tens of
industries, all of whom receive
quality-engineered, high
performance, reliable and

energy-efficient steam and hot
water solutions.

alternative products on that
market.

Product innovation
Manufacturing class-leading
products is in our blood; we were
the first steam boiler specialist to
manufacture a superior, energysaving four-pass steam boiler.
And we're the minds behind an
innovative reverse osmosis unit
which delivers high performance
for around half the cost of

Quality manufacturing As well
as manufacturing our flagship
steam boiler at our purposebuilt facility in Essex, we are the
OEM partner for the Bosch range
of horizontal boilers, and also
supply a wide variety of electric
and hot water boilers, ancillary
equipment, reverse osmosis (RO),
plant rooms and skid assemblies.

Save Over 55% on
Energy in Plastics
Extrusion Industry

BluVac: Intelligent compact unit substantially reduces
energy costs
BluVac units from Speck ABC UK Ltd reduce energy
consumption by controlling vacuum required by the
process. The highest energy saving is reached using
optimised calibration tools with minimal air leakage.
67% savings have been achieved in tests.
Sensors continuously measure pressure levels in the
system and water levels in the separator tanks. From
this data; the Controller automatically adjusts the
speed of both vacuum and water pumps.
Speck ABC UK Ltd are also the SOLE UK distributor for
Speck liquid-ring vacuum, side-channel, regenerative
turbine, hot oil and centrifugal pumps.
For further information:
Speck ABC UK Ltd, AreenA House, Moston Road,
Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 3HL
Telephone: 01270 753 606
Email: admin@speck-abc.com
Website: www.speck-abc.com

enthusiastic and professional
manner.

Established in 1968 with
approvals including Microsoft,
Volkswagen, Glaxo Smithkline,
Aston Martin & Bentley Motors;
Plastic Products International
(PPi) is ready to meet your
requirements.
The team at PPi are specialists,
in plastics technology and
tooling, offering fully complete
turnkey solutions to companies
that require tooling, plastic
products and assemblies of the
very highest quality.
With a customer base that
varies from sole traders
through to multi-national
organisations – no matter what
the size or nature of business;
one thing you can be sure
of – PPi always has the same
goal – to work in an ethical,

With PPi you benefit from
extensive experience of tooling
ranging from point of sale
aluminium plates to micro
precision fully hardened
medical tooling.
The team work with you and
encourage you to consider
the facilities as a totally
seamless extension to your
own, providing you with the
complete and complementary
product development and
manufacturing resources.
When you work with PPi
you’ll always be met with
enthusiasm – the team’s
here to serve you, and with
a programme of continual
reinvestment you enjoy
excellent levels of service too.
Whatever your problem –
PPi is here to help. For more
information, contact details
and a video of PPI’s operation
visit www.ppiuk.net

Used by the UK’s largest energy
users and consultants since 1989











aMT&T
CRC reporting
Financial Forecasting
Bill Validation
Tenant Billing
Contract Analysis
AMR Intergration
Web or Local Hosting
Bureau Services
Enterprise Scalability
+44 (0) 1756 702488
info@optimaenergy.net
optimaenergy.net

The UK’s Largest Heating
Element Manufacturer

Leading the Way
Elmatic (Cardiff) Ltd is the largest manufacturer of Industrial
Electric Heating Elements in the UK. Elmatic Ltd have the
widest product range to meet our customer’s requirements.
Our product range includes:
Renold Couplings was first established in 1946,
where the company acquired a factory in Cardiff;
Renold Couplings began to manufacture in 1947
and had celebrated their 70th Birthday earlier this
year. Renold Couplings is a division of Renold PLC,
which is an international group delivering high
precision engineered power transmission products
to its customers worldwide. From its purpose built
factory in Cardiff, Wales, Renold Couplings design and
manufacture couplings and clutches. The company
offer solutions for industries such as construction, food,
energy, transport, manufacturing, mining and more,
and are proud to say they now operate in 23 countries.

Tel: +44 1450 420017
www.anuacleanair.co.uk

Leader in Odour
Control and
Biogas Cleaning
Units

ääCartridge Heaters
ääMica Insulated Heaters
ääCeramic Knuckle Heaters
ääTubular Rod
ääImmersion Heaters
ääAir Duct Heaters
ääNozzle Heaters

“Anua Clean Air UK offer proven, patented clean air bio-technologies,
which provide best-in-class process performance with the lowest utility and
life cycle costs”
Mónashell – Mónafil – CrumRubber – Mónasorb
– Skid Mounted Odour Control Units –
Media Replacements – OCU Health Checks

ääCeramic Core Heaters

When it comes to Power Generation Couplings, Renold
Couplings’ RBI range is highly sought after by multiple
industries, including rubber processing, plastics, fluid
transmission, cranes and hoists, bulk and material
handling, pulp and paper and many more.

ääSquare Section Heaters

For further information or general enquiries, visit the
Renold Couplings website. Alternatively, you can
contact the company via telephone or email.

ääFabrication & Sheet Metalwork.
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T +44 (0)1255 224500
boilersales@steamboilers.co.uk
www.steamboilers.co.uk

UK Leaders in Plastic
Technology

International
Engineering
Specialists

T +44 (0)2920 792737
cardiff.sales@renold.com
www.renold.com

Experienced engineers CFB
Boilers is a family-owned
business that’s been established
more than 120 years. All of
our engineers benefit from
experience that’s been collated
over more than a century –
expertise that then becomes the
advantage for our customers.

ääStrip Heaters
ääRoller or Disc Heaters

Please telephone 029 2077 8727

Email: sales@elmatic.co.uk • www.elmatic.co.uk

TCFM sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 12

Energy News

Clean Air Specialists
Anua Clean Air was first established
as the Clean air section of Bord an
Mona Environmental Ltd ts c, which
was an Irish state-owned company.
2014 saw the company purchase
assets of their Clean Air business unit,
including Monafil and Monashell,
which then saw the birth of Anua

Clean Air International in 2015. Anua
Clean Air has locations in Southern
Europe, the Middle East and is
represented in the United States
by its Sister Company Air Clean Srl;
the companies Head Office and
manufacturing factories are based in
Maynooth, Dublin.

Safer, Stronger
Smarter Networks

The UltraTEV Detector
“Don’t enter a substation without one”
80% of substation failures are related to
partial discharge*
Use the UltraTEV Detector to help meet the
requirements of Health and Safety Executive ‘HSG230
Keeping electrical switchgear safe’ that states ‘You
should assess the switchgear and the electrical
network to identify any potential risks and problems’

Enhance you HV Safety with the
‘first pass’ asset condition tester!
*IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications. (Volume: 38, Issue 6,
2002)

The company specialise in providing
treatment for low cold air emissions,
mainly odour and VOC emissions,
which arise from municipal and
industrial wastewater treatment
plants, and municipal solid waste
treatment processes. Anua Clean Air is
proud to boast that they have a longstanding history supplying patented
Biological filters which provide best in
class performance with the lowest lifecycle costs.
We asked Ian Phillips of Anua Clean
Air what makes their products
and services different from their
competitors, to which he responded,
“Our patented technologies are
developed around the concept of
using high quality recovered materials
such as seashells from shellfish
processor and shredded crumb
rubber from tyre processors. These
materials have a natural affinity for
the compounds we are targeting to
remove from air streams and provide
enhance performance with a much
lower running cost and carbon
footprint than traditional conventional
technologies.”
Customer service is at the heart of the
company, which is why they specialise
in supplying solutions and aftersales technical support for Biological
filtrations systems. They are often
involved in projects to upgrade and
enhance the performance of existing
systems. Not only this, but Anua
Clean Air work alongside their Italian
partners to supply both their own and
conventional solutions, as well as be
able to bring their expertise to new and
existing applications.
For further information or general
enquiries, please visit the Anua Clean
Air website. Alternatively, you can
contact the company via telephone or
email.
T: 00353 455 797 83

Please visit: www.eatechnology.com
Call: +44 (0)151 339 2313 | Email: sales@eatechnology.com
Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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IT News

IT Support from Rick’s Tech Support
expanding outside of Kent. The company
hope to move towards cyber security
advice and implementation. Ricky himself
is studying for a Certified Advanced
Security Practitioner qualification that
will assure clients and customers of
his knowledge and the service that the
company provides.
Established in 2016 by Ricky Fais, RTS
specialise in helping businesses improve
their performance, efficiency and security.
Based in Maidstone, Kent, Rick’s Tech
Support place themselves in the IT
Support industry. RTS aims to offer flexible
and affordable packages for all, whether
clients come from small businesses or
medium-sized businesses. Ricky has a
strong background in Technical Support
which includes helping business up to
300 seats and assisting with deployment
projects in the education sector as well
as supporting school iPad roll-out and
Network integration.
RTS provides excellent customer service
and satisfaction and makes it the heart of
their company. They ensure all products
and services sold are relevant to the
customers and client’s needs, not only
does this build loyalty and friendship with
customers but allows existing customers
to come back from the impeccable,
honest service provided. RTS provides
friendly on-hand advice and all services
are cost-efficient.
The company are proud to say that they
offer security advisory services, as well as
install security software. The company
is also looking at being able to assist its
clients with getting dedicated business
broadband that will have better speeds
and support response times than
standard home broadband. RTS offer
IT support in sections such as BitLocker
encryption which secures the data on
hard drives from unwanted access,
windows installation which allows RTS
to install Windows on new PC’s, windows
imaging which allows the same setup
and windows to be installed on multiple
devices, hard drive upgrades that increase
the speed of Windows boot-up, wireless
printer facilities that set up and resolve
connectivity issues and many more.
The business offers training and guidance
in the comfort of customers own homes
or offices. Training can be done whenever
the individuals wish; there is no need to
wait for friends or family members, not to
mention it can be done at the individual's
pace and in their own time.
Offering advanced security services, RTS
is proud to say that their IT systems are
kept safe and secure at all times. Their
approach to customers IT security ensures
that business data is protected at all
times. All RTS staff are highly qualified
and experienced, not to mention that
efficiency and mobility are strong and
secure no matter what device is used.
Enhanced security allows protection from
targeted attacks and the IT security meets
the privacy and compliance laws.
RTS wish to expand in the near future by
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RTS offers a free initial consultation for

anyone who wants to enquire about the
services and products on show. For
further information or general enquiries,
visit the Rick’s Tech Support website.
Alternatively, you can contact the
company via telephone or email.
T: +44 (0)7935567290
www.rickstechsupport.co.uk
rickyfais@rickstechsupport.co.uk

Ricky Fais,
01622 244102
rickyfais@rickstechsupport.co.uk
www.rickstechsupport.co.uk

Friendly, Flexible IT Support for SME Businesses
in Kent
Remote and on-site IT support, security training and advice for
SME businesses in Kent

Managed IT Support | IT Security | IT Procurement
Training & Advice
RTS was founded by Ricky Fais in 2016 with the aim of helping
smaller businesses improve business efficiency and security with
friendly, low-cost services.
Ricky's background in Technical Support includes supporting
businesses with up to 300 seats, including deployment projects in
the education sector, supporting school iPad roll-out and network
integration.

TCFM sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 12

Print & Packaging News

Experts in converting equipment
Established in 1999, Alpha
Converting specialises in the design
and manufacture of converting
equipment. Offering machines such
as spooling and slitting machines, the
company are highly regarded by a
wide range of printing and packaging
companies worldwide.

One of their highly sought-after
products is the Duplex Slitter
Rewinder; this product provides highquality winding. Standard features
include precise tension control,
differential winding shafts and
closed-loop tension control; other
specifications can be viewed online.

Converting Equipment Manufacturers
across the world.
The team of specialists at Alpha all
have years of experience assembling
converting machines which includes
equipment such as slitting machines,
winding equipment, spooling
machinery, salvage doctor machines,
trim winders, and even bespoke
converting equipment.
Established in 1999 Alpha are experts
in the design and manufacture
of converting equipment such as
spooling machinery and slitting
machines. Our machines are
manufactured for the international
converting industry but mainly used
by printing and packaging companies

Over the years we have manufactured
many different machines and
equipment that are used for the
converting industry. It all started
with the high speed spooler which
launched in 1999 to the more modern
pieces of converting equipment
like the automatic winder and the
traversing spooler.

Customer service is at the heart
of the company which is why the
company offer design solutions for
international markets and have
expertise in web handling and
product handling. This gives the
company an advantage of being
a strong bonded company, which
benefits clients further because
they are able to work quickly and
effectively to provide solutions. Alpha
Converting’s highly experienced and
knowledgeable team are always
available for on-hand advice.

Alpha Converting technicians are
able to assemble machines such
as slitting machines, winding
equipment, spooling machinery,
salvage doctor machines, trim
winders, and converting equipment.
For further information or general
enquiries, please visit the Alpha
Converting website. Alternatively,
you can contact the company via
telephone or email with the details
listed below.
T: +44 (0)1234 607 005
www.alpha-converting.co.uk
sales@alpha-converting.co.uk

www.alpha-converting.co.uk
Please contact 01234 607005
Email sales@alpha-converting.co.uk
Alpha Converting sponsors this issue of Best Practice see them on page 17
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Health & Safety Workwear

Carrington Textiles
Carrington Textiles is one of Europe’s largest
workwear suppliers and supports many of the
world’s largest employers – including McDonalds,
UPS, BUPA, Coca Cola and Jaguar Land Rover – in
sectors spanning heavy industry to healthcare.
A leading producer of fabrics for the personal
protective equipment (PPE) market, the
company can trace production at its factory in
Adlington, Lancashire, back to the dawn of the
industrial revolution.

projected to exceed £125m by 2020.
Contact
www.carrington.co.uk

Carrington’s current product range meets
demand across four main areas: general
workwear, flame retardants, waterproofing and
the defence sector. Combined, these products
protect workers in almost every possible
environment imaginable, safe-guarding against
static electricity, welding sparks, electric arc,
chemical splash, acid solutions, heat, cold,
bacteria, mosquitos and much more. Many
workers in these industries require a fabric that
provides protection against wet weather one
day, and breathability in hot and sweaty working
conditions the next, combining safety with
comfort when operating in the most extreme
environments.
As an organisation, Carrington is fully committed
to finding new ways to improve worker safety,
comfort and pride, and is constantly pushing the
boundaries of what’s possible.
Earlier this year, Carrington launched a
breakthrough flame retardant fabric; Flametech
300AS. Available in five separate colours
– including high vis orange and hi vis red Flametech 300AS delivers a durable, washable
and comfortable fabric providing additional
multi-functional protection to workers operating
in all environments. Suitable for industrial
laundries, Flametech is a real game-changer in
protective clothing – and just one of the ways
Carrington has cemented its status as a market
leader.
With 242 employees in the UK, and 17 people
working in offices in France, Germany, Hungary
and Hong Kong, Carrington produces 50
million metres of fabric each year. Operating in
more than 75 countries worldwide, turnover is

Industrial & Automation Products
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Product News

Food & Beverage industry focus
NDC
Technologies,
a leading
global
provider of
precision
measurement
and control
solutions,
offers the
InfraLab
e-Series at-line
analyser for
the accurate
and reliable measurement of Degree of BAKE
(DOB) or brownness in buiscits, crackers, cookies
and snack foods.
NDC has integrated its proven DOB or brownness
measurements into the InfraLab at-line analyser
to provide the simultaneous measurements of
moisture, oil and DOB in five seconds.

With no special skill required to operate, the
InfraLab delivers process vision far beyond that of
conventional testing. This provides unprecedented
feedback to the process controller for improved
control of moisture, oil and DOB which offers
financial benefits such as:

nn Reduced start-up times and scrap
nn Production of more consistent, within

specification product (minimise “checking”)
nn Improved operating efficiency
nn Acrylamide mitigation
The DOB measurement is designed to closesly
imitate the response of the human eye to changes
in brownness and the readings are used as highly
repeatable and dependable real-time feeback to
the process controller.
Contact
T +44 (0)1621 852244
www.ndc.com

‘Time is Money’ has never been more true!
Solidlux Instant Coatings can save you
both...
Lack of demarcation between traffic and pedestrians
is a major contributory factor to accidents in the work
place.
SolidLux can help. An industrial grade, coloured
floor coating that cures instantly when exposed
to UV light and is immediately resistant to
intensive mechanical and chemical stresses.
An ideal solution in any situation where floor
maintenance or renovation work inevitably will
disturb the regular activities with associated loss
of income and other expenditure.
Drying and curing is contained within a single
process. The coating is exposed to UV light with
a portable UV lamp. Instant curing and a smart
working sequence means the floor coating
can be applied while business continues with

minimal disruption.
Mark out your workplace safety plan with Solidlux.
Ian James
07818 001141
ijames@solidluxcoating.com
www.solidluxcoating.com/en

A Cut Above the Rest
The all, too often problem with conductive floors
Due to heavy traffic, dust micro particles enter and
attach themselves to the floor surface pores forming
a non-conductive barrier. Even with daily cleaning,
the dust film cannot be removed from the floor.
Meanwhile deep cleaning with aggressive strippers
destroy the floor over time. Due to dust accumulation,
the surface also loses its shine and original look.
Scratch marks become visible, marking tape residues
cannot be removed and the floor’s conductive
properties start to fail.
The solution? Dr Schutz Long Life ESD PU System!
Trained professionals can clean the floor, removing
all contaminants and install ESD Transparent System
on the clean floor. The floor will regain its original look
and will now be easy to maintain. It will be capable
of handling all kinds of traffic and it will fulfill the
requirements of the ESD norms DIN EN 61340-5-1 as
well as the requirements for explosion prevention
areas according to TRBS 2153.
Cleaning of the restored ESD floor will be easier and

CAMB Machine Knives was established by Mr
Jerry Milner in 1988; Jerry has over 30 years
experience in the machine knife industry.

more cost efficient. Daily
maintenance should be
carried out with Dr. Schutz
ESD Floor Cleaner.
The ESD Transparent System
is suitable for PVC floors,
epoxy resin floors and rubber
floors. Much more cost
effective than replacement
and it reduces disruption in
the workplace.
For more information see
www.esd-floorcoatings.
com
Or contact Ian James for further details
Dr Schutz UK Ltd
Unit 24 Anglo Business Park
Smeaton Close
Aylesbury
HP19 8UP
Email: spec@dr-schutz.com
Mobile: 07766 505898

Drainage Maintenance
Facilities
managers at one
of the largest
health hospitals
in the North
East of England
say draining
maintenance
carried out by
Lanes Group plc is

CAMB Machine Knives is constantly
expanding its horizon and currently
exports to over 20 countries worldwide
though appointed agent/distributors; their
continued growth is due to high-quality
products and competitive pricing.

vital to support the delivery of the best care.

The company offer a vast array of industrial
knives: circular, straight, serrated bagging
knives, tray forming knives, carbide knives to
name but a few for all industries.
The company offer knives to suit the following
industries: poultry slaughter and further
processing, ready meals, fruit and vegetable,
fish processing, contract packers, packaging
manufacturing, recycling industry. However,
they are not limited to these industries, if it
has a sharp edge then CAMB Machine Knives
can in most circumstances supply it.
For further information or general
enquiries, please visit their
website www.camb-knives.co.uk or email
at sales@camb-knives.co.uk or
contact them via telephone on
+44(0) 1454 322179

Lanes carries out planned and preventative
maintenance (PPM) on the drainage system
at the 210-bed St George’s Park Hospital
in Morpeth, Northumberland, on behalf of
Robertson FM.

the Lanes Newcastle depot, was essential to the
smooth running of the hospital. “If drains and
sewers become seriously blocked, wastewater
could back up into the hospital, adversely
affecting patient care. The work done by Lanes
is a vital element of our strategy to prevent that
happening,” he said.

Robertson contract manager Ian McKenzie said
the work, delivered by drainage engineers from

Contact
Tel: 0800 526 488

Addison Saws raise the bar
by adding top talent to their
machine servicing
Due to an increased and rapid
expansion in sales, Addison Saws
are excited to add three new highly
experienced engineers to their
customer service team, each bringing
with them time served knowledge
and experience on an extensive
range of machinery. Having always
prided themselves as whole solution
providers, Addison now takes their
commitment one step further by
directly employing a total of 6 field
service engineers.
Kyle Shenton – (from Emmegi), and
Steve Mills (from Promac) have a
wealth of experience in aluminium
processing machinery, including
multi-axis CNC machining centres
which over the past few years has
been a massive growth area for
Addison.
Stanley Tucker – (from Behringer)
– is highly experienced in the steel
industry and comes with superior
knowledge of bandsaw and cold saw
machinery and applications.
These are great additions to Addison’s
already very successful servicing team.
Allowing Addison to give industry
leading response times, and first fix
ratios on manual, automatic and CNC
saws, machining centres and tube
benders. Our new team members
are also proficient in new machine
installation and giving clients first
class guidance and advice in getting
the best out of their new equipment.

Our commitment does not stop here,
there will be ongoing training to
transfer the entire skill set we have
through every engineer. This will serve
to increase our overall efficiency to the
highest possible level in the future.
These appointments only serve to
strengthen Addison Saws position in
the market as customer service comes
very high on our agenda, in fact it is
key to our current growth strategy.
‘In total we have twelve customer
service personnel dedicated
to providing fast, efficient
commissioning and customer
service experiences for our clients
that cover the whole of the UK.
In today’s ever changing and
demanding market the importance
of delivering industry leading
brands coupled with excellent
communication and quick reaction
times is paramount in achieving
repeat sales as well as developing
opportunities for new business.
We believe that looking after our
customers and their machinery
is the key to great, long lasting
business relationships’. Gary Knight
– MD
For more information on Addison
Saws machine servicing and repair
department, view their webpage
here or call the service team on
01384 264 950.

Pants On Fire – Can
Your Underwear
Handle An Arc
Flash?

ProGARM reveals everyday undergarments can result
in severe burns for industry workers. ProGARM, a
specialist in Arc Flash protection, has announced
the launch of a new product range – perhaps
unexpectedly, the industry leader is branching into
the sale of undergarments, with the aim of protecting
the UK from the often life changing injuries sustained
during an Arc Flash incident.
Louder than a bullet and hotter than the sun,
workers across the UK are already encouraged to
wear full protective Arc Flash PPE when at risk from
injury, however current guidelines don’t specify on
the necessity of Arc Flash protective underwear –
something ProGARM is keen to address with this bold
new product launch.
When it comes to industrial safety, the importance
of wearing personal protective equipment such as
hard hats, protective gloves or steel toe-capped boots
is widely understood. However, the specifics of Arc
Flash protection remain largely ambiguous with
professionals.
In fact, ProGARM’s recent survey with the BSIF revealed
that a shocking 78% of respondents did not know
the correct Government safety guideline for Arc Flash
protection (HSG47). Off the back of this research
ProGARM has developed this new range which
includes base layer leggings, tops and even boxer briefs
for males and females.
The garments recently unveiled by ProGARM are tested
to IEC 61482, using the Open Arc Test Method and Box
Arc Test Method; ensuring that they are fully functional
against the thermal pressures of an Arc Flash, which
may result in a flash fire incident.
T +44 (0)1482 679600
info@progarm.com
www.progarm.com
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Warehouse & Storage News

Delivering Excellence
transport company, take a personalised approach
to meeting customers’ requirements. We have
built a reputation based on quality, service and
experience and are regarded as a leading road
haulage company.

In its early days, when it was established in the
late 1940s, Meachers Global Logistics started out
as a family-owned coal business. The success
that ensued and opportunities that presented
themselves led to an expansion into general
haulage and warehousing, and further changes
were implemented with the involvement of Pirelli
General, a company that acquired the brand in the
70s.
The result was the acquisition of a number of other
firms – such as truck franchise KLCommercials and
Oast Agencies, an international specialist in goods
transportation via air, sea and road services – and
an eventual management buyout in 1996 that was
completed from the Pirelli Group and saw the
company return to private ownership.

“We offer a broad range of services to our clients
and have a very innovative approach to solution
identification. Whether delivering a full solution
for all of our clients or just individual services, we
pride ourselves on delivering excellence with every
job we do. We also stand out because we are well
positioned geographically, with port and motorway
links, and are able to react quickly to requests.”
The transport department of Meachers Global
Logistics can facilitate the needs of customers
regarding the following: UK full load distribution,
UK pallet deliveries, fully outsourced solutions and
nationwide transport infrastructure.
In terms of warehousing, the solutions provided are
developed in line with singular application specs
and have been designed with the purpose to meet

specific storage and supply chain requirements.
Its movements in this area include pick & pack,
inventory control and excise & non-excise facilities.
The freight forwarding division focuses explicitly
on the provision of import, export & credit
documentation support, customs clearance &
compliance, sea freight services and air freight
shipments. With its expertise in direct airline
and consolidation services (as well as deep-sea
container and international road freight), the
company is acknowledged as one of the foremost
independent freight forwarding companies in the
country.
One of its most popular amenities is its
consolidation service, which is offered through
its outstanding consolidation centre (situated at
its Southampton depot). There is an additional
facility in Derby which supports its head office
in Southampton and comes with excellent
warehousing and transport links for ongoing
convenience and operational efficiency.

“In terms of recent changes Due to the increasing
transport and warehousing demands at the facility
in the Midlands, and company plans to grow the
services provided there, they appointed Alun Smith
as the new Depot Manager.
Alun brings with him extensive experience and
a wealth of knowledge within new business and
client relations. The Southampton office has also
seen an addition to the Sales department with the
appointment of Paul Uglow as Sales Executive.
Paul has worked in UK and International Logistics
for 30 years in both sales and operational roles.
“Going forward we shall be investing in some new
vehicles – this will take place early this year. We are
also looking forward to experiencing continued
growth and have goals in place to achieve
(hopefully) a 10% increase year on year.”

Meachers Global Logistics is recognised for its
ability to provide a fully comprehensive logistics
solution, covering everything from global freight
forwarding to transport and warehousing. To
ensure absolute clarity the business is split
into three different divisions, so the areas of
activities mentioned are individually dealt with by
established teams of industry professionals.

Meachers Global Logistics supplies companies of
varying sizes both in the UK and beyond, so please
get in touch with the team today to find out more
about how they can assist you.

“UK transport and distribution is more than simply
moving a consignment from A to B,” explained
Hannah Powell, Marketing Manager at Meachers
Global Logistics. “That’s why we, as a leading

T: 023 8073 9999
sales@meachersglobal.com
www.meachersglobal.com

JJI-Joists – the versatile answer for floors,
walls and roofs
What is less well known however is the versatility
of JJI-Joists in being used for much more than just
floor systems. JJI-Joists are now commonly used
as wall studs where the range of depths available
and 9mm web make them ideal where thermal
efficiency and depth of insulation are paramount.
A lot of architects are turning to JJI-Joists when
designing to Passivhaus standards for just these
benefits.
JJi-Joists are also being increasingly used in roof
structures as well. James Jones & Sons pioneered
the Intelli-Roof concept over a decade ago; where
cassette panels, formed using JJI-Joists and OSB
sheets, are used to create a fully insulated ‘room
in a roof’. As the cassettes are craned into place
in sections, the process of getting a watertight

Using I-Joists in place of solid timber joists for
floor installations in domestic housing is now
so commonplace as to be unremarkable. A
combination of lightweight, resistance to bending
and dimensional stability has made I-Joists a firm
favourite with builders across the UK and the first
choice amongst the builders and architects is the
James Jones & Sons Ltd JJI-Joist, which is the UK
market leader with an estimated 40% market
share.

independently audited to PAS 2050 standards,
meaning that James Jones is able to advise the
CO2E negative figure embodied in the JJIs for
every project. A typical 3 bed detached house from
a mainstream builder will store around 400kg of
CO2E in the floor system alone. The high-grade
solid timber flanges and OSB3 web mean that
JJI-Joists are easy to work with on site as you can
nail and screw into the flange and service holes are
easily cut in the web itself.

roof onto a building is much, much faster than
conventional construction methods – the record,
using Intelli-Roof cassettes is seven house roofs in
one day on a site. Today the cassette roof principle
has been widely adopted, and not just for houses.
JJI-Joist based cassettes are ideal where larger
spans – up to 12 metres - are required, such as
schools and leisure facilities.
Pull out
UK Manufactured
Market leader
FSC and PEFC Certified
BIM compatible
Best resourced design and engineering back up
JJI-Joists offer the largest range of standard sizes
on the UK market and come with full FSC and
PEFC certification. For those designers and builders
concerned about the carbon footprint of their
project, uniquely JJI-Joist production has been

The JJI-Joist design and engineering teams are
based in Forres where JI-Joists are manufactured
and work with the field based technical sales team
meaning that James Jones & Sons is able to offer
the best-resourced support in the market.
The JJI-Joists themselves are sold through a
network of distributors across the UK, all of
whom have fully trained staff and full access to
the bespoke James Jones Floormaster software
which means they can give architects, engineers
and builders an optimum design solution
for any project. The software is also fully BIM
compatible. To help customers JamesJones
has produced a comprehensive technical
manual which details layouts, fixing details and
installation guides.
To find out more about using JJI-Joists in your
project please visit www.jamesjones.co.uk/ewp
T: +44 (0)1324 562 241
info@jamesjones.co.uk

Industrial News

Fast electrical isolation ensures safety
With safety in mind,
fast and reliable
electrical isolation
is of paramount
importance in
commercial
buildings,
for industrial
machinery, HVAC
installations and
for power supplies
and security equipment. The ROTARY ISOLATOR range
of control switches from Hylec-APL ensures these
installations and equipment can be shut down quickly
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in the unlikely event of an emergency and that the
electrical circuit is completely de-energised for routine
service and maintenance.
ROTARY ISOLATOR control switches are IP67 rated
and withstand water up to a depth of one metre,
as well as completely preventing the ingress of
dust and dirt, vital in many factory and commercial
applications.
The ROTARY ISOLATOR switch separates the circuit
from the main power source and discharges any
current trapped in the circuit, rendering it safe to
work on and of course ensuring fast shut down

and the absence of any electrical current when
an emergency stop is required. When used as an
emergency stop, it can be locked in the off position
using a padlock. For safety, the switch is interlocked
with the lid to prevent opening while in the “on”
position. Manufactured from completely flame
retardant polycarbonate, rated to UL94V-0, ROTARY
ISOLATOR control switches provide an additional
margin of safety over competitive products with a
lower flame-resistance rating.
Contact
+44 (0) 1933 234400
www.hylec-apl.com
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Warehouse & Logistics News
CopriSystems is a market leader in the design, manufacture
and installation of warehouse extensions, shelters, canopies,
freestanding buildings, bespoke structures and sport domes for
over 27 years.
With the price of moving to a new site, CopriSystems allows your
company to expand with an affordable solution with many
purchasing options, including rental. Our structures can fix
directly to existing concrete, preventing additional foundation
costs.
With single open spans up to 60 metres and unlimited length,
we’re confident we can offer a structure that meets all
your business requirements.

Warehouse News

Our structures conform with building regulations for

wind and snow, whether using galvanised steel, Glulam
wood or aluminium with a PVC covering or steel cladding to
different specifications.
In offering full turnkey projects, starting with the correct
design, through planning (if required) and onto installation
including lighting, doors, groundworks and a number of
other additions, we endeavour to make the process as
pain free as possible. In doing this, we’re willing to work
over weekends and schedule works to suit your business
timescales.
For more information, please have a look on our website
where we’re sure you will find a structure perfect for your
business; www.coprisystems.com alternatively, call our
office on +44 (0)1380 830697.

Safety Light
Barriers
The new safety light barriers and safety
light grids in the SLC/SLG 240 COM
range from Schmersal offer all sorts of
practical functions and are therefore
suitable for a wide range of applications.
For applications with a small safety
clearance to the risk area, a 14 mm
resolution has been added to the range.

Warehouse Storage Solutions
We tend to categorise warehouse storage
equipment using the following terms:
• Warehouse Shelving generally
comprises short-span bays housing
a number of shelves from which
products are usually hand picked.
Shelving can be built as single-tier,
multi-tier or high-rise systems. It can
also be built in mobile systems to increase storage density

The built-in beam concealer for fixed
and stationary objects in the protection
area enables safe yet seamless
processing of production. This means
that parts of the protected areas are
concealed without triggering a stop
signal, so moving objects such as
workpieces can be fed in or a transport
belt can be positioned with a fixed
position in the protected area. The
sensor pairs can also be connected
in series, so that machines can be
secured with shut-off devices from
various sides.

• Warehouse Racking generally comprises wider span, and deeper bays to store
bulkier, longer or awkward objects. It is often therefore heavier duty. Racking can
also be built as single-tier, multi-tier or high-rise systems, and can be mobilised
to increase storage density
• Warehouse Pallet Racking is specifically for the storage of pallets loaded and
unloaded by forklift trucks, cranes or mechanical pickers.

Please visit www.penwright.co.uk
Call 020 8880 1919 | Email: enquiries@penwright.co.uk

T: 01684 57 19 80

Laboratory News

The Leading Supplier of equipment to
pharmaceutical, biotech and process
industries

We are proud not to be a catalogue company. Our aim is to provide you with equipment
that best meets your process requirements and to remain on-hand for whatever advice
and assistance you might need. The key to our success is our years of experience in the
processing industries and our in-depth knowledge of the equipment we supply. We have
an experienced service department and strong links with our suppliers to enable us to
support you throughout the life of your equipment, and our on-site freeze drying laboratory
offers a range of services in product and process development.

Whatever your project, make the most of our expertise – talk to one of our sales
team today.

Please visit www.biopharma.co.uk
T +44 (0)1962 841092  |  bps@biopharma.co.uk

Efficient line
feed systems

Every production line manager is looking for ways to
maximise efficiency and improve productivity levels
while driving costs down. However, all too often
there is a lack of time or resources to justify the
changes needed to develop a streamlined, flexible
solution to achieving such gains. The integrated
approach of SSI Schaefer brings together a wealth
of disciplines, experience and expertise needed to
devise and implement tailored, practical and efficient
solutions to help manufacturers improve their
efficiency, competitive position and profitability.
SSI Schaefer is working in partnership with MoTuM, in
which it is the majority shareholder, and now offers
a comprehensive range of AGVs (automated guided
vehicles), automated stackers and reach trucks for
different applications.
SSI Schaefer‘s Autocruiser has been designed and built
with production in mind. It represents a less expensive
and more flexible alternative to a conventional
conveyor system, and consists of transport carriers
operating on rail structures which are easy to extend
and modify, making this a versatile and scalable
solution.
AGVs, the Autocruiser transport system, or even simple
conveyors can be used to transfer goods to and from
assembly areas. The ergonomic pick@work assembly
workstation system is a stand-alone solution which is
based upon Pick-by-Light technology.
T +44 (0)1264 386685
solutions@ssi-schaefer.com
www.ssi-schaefer.com/en-gb
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Deep Hole Drilling News

Deep Hole Drilling Specialists
and amazing services.
For further information or general
enquiries, please visit the UNISIG website.
Alternatively, you can contact the
company via telephone or email.
T 0049 71259687590
www.unisig.com
UNISIG was established in 1981 by the
Swiss Industrial Group (SIG) which was a
member of the VDF Group; the company
has since then been acquired by Entrust
in 1995. With the head office, production
centre and engineering centre based in
Menomonee Falls, USA, and the sales
and support office for Europe is based
in Germany, the company specialise in
deep hole drilling machines and services
for machines, tools and automation.
Customer service is at the heart of the
company; UNISIG is proud to say that
they have a customer base across many
sectors and industries such as oilfield,
aerospace, defence, hydraulic cylinder
production, automobile industry. The
company provides nothing but the best
service for all of their customers, whether
it is general advice before purchasing,
at the time of purchasing or even after
service.
UNISIG have completed turn-key
projects that have allowed them to
gain knowledge and confidence in
helping the company take on any takes
within the deep hole drilling industry.
Boasting their contestant and consistent
workload, UNISIG can happily accept
more workloads, keep tighter tolerances
and aim for faster set up times than
most competitors because of their great
expertise.

UNISIG is one of the largest producers of deep
hole drilling machines and a leader in technology,
innovation, support, and service that our customers
rely on to be competitive. Our customers include small
job shops looking to expand their capabilities, to large
OEM’s that need to drill millions of holes.
We offer the entire deep hole drilling system –
machines, tools, and automation. We provide technical
expertise, training, and remote as well as on-site
service to help maximize the value of the investments
our customers have made.

Specific machines can be found via hole
specification, process type, industry or
even availability. UNISIG have launched
new products; series B600R and B850.
These new machines allow the rotation
of components with features such as
landing gear, not only does this drill
with accuracy and precision but can
be tailored for use with minimal setup
times.
The company attend exhibitions such
as the EMO show in Hannover, the
IWA show in Nuremberg, the AMB
show in Stuttgart and the IMTS show
in Chicago where they are able to
showcase all their innovative products

UNISIG machines are engineered and manufactured in
the USA for our global customer base. Our machines
can be installed and supported anywhere in the world.
We have installations in the Americas, Europe and Asia
and provide the technical support and service our
customers need to stay productive through the life of
the equipment.
We believe our success stems from a very strong
understanding of the deep hole drilling process, drilling
tools and their applications. We have a long history of
achievement, regardless of the technical challenges.

Nuremberg, Germany 9-12
March 2018 Hall 7-109

Hall 9, C13

For more information, please visit our website: www.unisig.com
Tel: +49 (0)7125 9687590 | Email: info@unisig.de
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Micronclean- Innovation in
Action
At Micronclean, our passion is
to be the first to develop new
technological solutions that
change the shape of the markets
we serve creating efficiency and
quality for our customers.
Micronclean started as a local
laundry for Skegness and has
been owned and managed
by one family since the 1920’s.
At that time, the business
concentrated on hand finished
laundry services focusing on
quality, innovation, attention
to detail and customer care.
These attributes underpin
all the products and services
Micronclean now offer which
range from our traditional
hand finished linen through
laundered garment services for
both industrial clients and hightech pharmaceutical companies
throughout the UK to cleanroom
consumables which are sold in
the UK and overseas.
Our evolution started in the
1970’s when we introduced
the first tunnel finisher into
Skegness which had the benefit
of drying garments using steam
thereby doing away for the need

for ironing. During the 1980’s we
built the first cleanroom laundry
and we were the first laundry to
adopt ISO9001.
The 1990’s saw the introduction
of garment tracking and we
were the first laundry to use
Radiofrequency identification
(RFID) technology through
which we track individual
garments in our Protrack system.
We were the first laundry to
adopt ISO14001 environmental
standard.
The building of Louth in the
2000’s saw the development of
the first (and only) large scale

ISO6 cleanroom laundry, Louth’s
sortation system remains the
most sophisticated in the UK.
Alongside this we developed an
innovative automotive paintshop
garment washing process which
remains the most effective
for that environment. We
achieved Risk analysis and Biocontamination Control (RABC)
accreditation, ISO14065, the first
Laundry in the UK and still the
only cleanroom laundry to do
this.
The current decade has seen
the introduction of our alcohol
trigger sprays for our clean
room consumables customers
which have challenged 30 years
of received wisdom and have
transformed the market place.
Micronclean has a turnover of
just over £30m and employs
close to 450 people across
the UK with most these being

based at our three main
production sites in Lincolnshire.
We have an active Continuous
Improvement programme
driving business improvement
for our customers.
Looking to the future we are
confident of growth not only
in the UK where we have
recently opened a new Class6
cleanroom for the production
of sterile syringe packs but also
in selected export markets. In
line with this we have recently
announced the formation of a
joint venture company to sell
our cleanroom consumables
and have also incorporated an
Indian company so that we
can start building a cleanroom
laundry in Bangalore to service
the rapidly expanding Indian
Pharmaceutical market.
T 44 (0)1754 767377.
www.micronclean.com
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